Abstract

The paper presents the security and compression of data by Digital Arithmetic coding with AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithm. The basic research is to arithmetically encode the data first and then encrypt it by using AES algorithm then transmits the code. At the receiving end the data is decrypted and decoded to produce the user data. The paper has an advantage of encoding/decoding and compression of data at a time. The input data size is of 128 bits or 256 bits in AES, so the idea is to compress the data before encryption by arithmetic coding. For encoding/decoding use digital arithmetic coding and for encryption/decryption we use AES algorithm. The arithmetic coding is similar to Huffman coding they both achieve their
compression by reducing the average number of bits required to represent the symbol. Arithmetic coding stands out in terms of elegance, effectiveness and versatility, since it is able to work most efficiently in largest number of circumstances and purposes. AES is advanced encryption standard process where deals with substation and permutation of data for proper secure.
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